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Overview



What Is Day Trading?
What day trading isn’t?

● Day trading is not a way to get rich quickly.

● Day trading looks easy but it’s not. It’s a serious 
business and you should treat it as such.1
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  Is Like Competing 
             In The              



You go home crying like a little boy!



So What Is Day Trading?

Day trading is a business or a profession very 
much like medicine, law and engineering.  Just 
like these professions day trading requires the 
right tools and software, education, patience and 
practice, lots of practice.



If day trading isn’t easy then why would anybody 

want to become a day trader? 

Day trading is attractive because of the lifestyle it can provide.

● Work from home or anywhere in the world.
● Work only a few hours a day.
● Take days off whenever you want.
● The nice income it can generate for you.



Day Trading vs. Swing Trading 
● Day trading is a style of trading where you hold positions from 

several minutes or even seconds to several hours but never 
overnight.

● If you hold onto any position overnight then it is no longer day 
trading, it’s called swing trading.

● So just like day trading is business swing trading is also a 
business but a different kind of business.  You can engage in 
both businesses but you should never mix them together 
meaning don’t turn your day trades into swing trades.3  

 



Who Makes Up The Market?

The market is made up of RETAIL TRADERS & INSTITUTIONAL TRADERS

● Retail Traders - individual traders like you and me who trade their own 
money. They make up a small percentage of the volume in the market.

● Institutional Traders - wall street investment banks, prop firms, mutual 
funds, and hedge funds.  They trade large accounts and most of their 
trading is based on some kind of sophisticated computer algorithms and 
high frequency trading.  These guys have more powerful tools than us and 
a lot more information.
 

 



How are small RETAIL TRADERS supposed

to compete against the larger more powerful 

INSTITUTIONAL TRADERS and try to make

some money in the markets?



 

 



 

 



THE 3 PILLARS OF TRADING



These are like the three legs of a stool, remove one 

and the stool falls. 



RISK MANAGEMENT
● To be a successful trader, you must learn risk management 

rules and then firmly implement them.

● One of the most common reasons why new traders fail is 
because they cannot manage losses.  Accepting profits is easy 
to do but it’s much harder, especially for new traders, to accept 
a loss.4

● Because new traders don’t want to take a loss they'll hold on to 
a losing position hoping that it will return to the break-even 
point.  And this is what gets them into big trouble and causes 
them to blow up their accounts in a short period of time.



DON’T BE THIS GUY!!

 



“Good traders watch their trades and their money as 
carefully as professional scuba divers watch their supply 
of air.”
                                   Andrew Aziz



● Being able to accept a loss is an important part of trading and new traders 
need to learn how to take a loss.  If a trade goes against you, you need to 
take the loss and move on to the next trade.  There’s always another trade.

● Holding on to a losing position just to prove that you are right is bad 
trading.  The market doesn't care if you’re right or wrong and your job is not 
to be correct.  Your job is to make money.  This career is called trading not 
predicting.

● A common mistake new traders make is that they start justifying their 
decision for holding on to a losing position.5



3 STEP RISK MANAGEMENT

1) Determine the maximum dollar risk for the trade you’re 
planning.  This can be anywhere from 1 to 2 % of your 
account size but according to the author never more than 
2%.

2) Find out the amount of your stop loss.  How many ticks if 
your trading futures or how many cents if you trading stocks.

3) Divide number “1” by “2” to find the maximum number of 
shares or contracts you should trade each time. 

 



STEP 1:

Account size - $30,000
Maximum risk per trade - 1.0%
$30,000 x 1.0% = $300  maximum risk per trade



STEP 2:
Stop loss is $75 per contract  

 



STEP 3:

Divide “1” by “2”

$300 / $75 = 4 number of contracts you can trade. 
 

You don’t always have to trade maximum size.  You can 
always trade less.  



TRADING PSYCHOLOGY

     Three Traders                           1 Losing Trade               

                                                                                               

                                           
                                    

 

3 Different 
Outcomes

        Why?



Trader #1 gets mad at the market, starts cursing at the market and gives up for 
the day.

Trader #2 gets mad at the market and decides to trade more aggressively to 
make up his losses or get back what the market took from him and ends up 
losing more money that day.

Trader #3 takes a quick break from trading to reassess his emotions, comes 
back a few minutes later and starts to look for another good setup.  After 
waiting and being patient for some time he gets a clear signal, enters the trade 
with proper stop and position size and ends up breaking even for the day. 



The reason for the different outcomes is because the three traders reacted 
differently to their emotions and that’s what sets apart losing traders from 
consistently profitable traders. 

Losing trader - takes the negative event such as the losing trade personally, 
his emotions take control of him and he starts making poor decisions.

Winning trader -  looks at the same event as just part of doing business, part 
of trading.  He doesn't let his emotions get the better of him and continues to 
trade his plan because he knows that he can’t be right all the time and that 
taking small losses is a part of trading. 



● Another important factor to a traders success is his mental and physical 
health.  If you have a healthy mind and body then you can make better 
trading decisions.  Proper sleep, diet and exercise all contribute to a 
traders state of mind.  If these things are missing then your ability to make 
sound decisions diminishes.

● Personal relationships can affect your trading as well.  If your going 
through a divorce or a break up, or have family issues or financial issues, 
these could all adversely affect your trading.  



HOW TO FIND STOCKS TO DAY TRADE

“You are only as good as the stocks that you trade.  You can be 
a very good trader but if your stocks don’t move or have enough 
volume, then you cannot make money consistently.” 
                                                                                   Andrew Aziz
  
To be a successful day trader you need to find and trade stocks 
that are being traded by other day traders.  Andrew calls these   
Stocks in Play.                                                       



What Are Stocks in Play?

● A stock with fresh news
● A stock that is up or down more than 2% premarket.
● A stock that has unusual pre-market trading activity.
● A stock that forms important intraday levels which we can 

trade off of.



● You should look for stocks that are trading at higher than their average 
volume.  If trading volume on a particular stock is not higher than normal, it 
means that the trading is being dominated by institutional traders and high 
frequency trading computers.

● The most important aspect of these higher than average volume stocks is 
that they trade independently of what their sector and the overall market 
are doing.  If the market is up then most stocks are up or if the market is 
down then most stocks are down.  But only a handful of stocks trade 
independently of their sector and the overall market.  These are Stocks in 
Play and these are the stocks that most day traders are trading.



Stocks in Play have some kind of important news come out either the day before or 
during the same trading day and can cause the stock to move significantly.

These news events can be:
- Earnings reports
- Earnings warnings / pre announcements
- Earnings surprises
- FDA approvals / disapprovals
- Mergers and acquisitions
- Alliances / partnerships / major product releases 
- Major Contract wins / losses
- Restructurings / layoffs / management changes
- Stock splits / buybacks



     Float And The Three Different Categories

Float is the number of shares available for trading by the public.



   Andrew’s Criteria For Selecting Stocks To Trade:

● Medium float stocks - stocks priced between $10 - $100 and have floats of 10 million 
to 500 million.

● Stocks that in the pre-market gapped up or down at least 2%
● Stocks that have traded at least 50,000 shares in the pre-market
● Stocks that have an average daily volume of over 500,000 shares so that buying and 

selling 1,000 shares won’t be a problem.
● Stocks that have an Average True Range (ATR) of at least 50 cents.
● There is a fundamental catalyst for the stock

Andrew has created different scans that scan the market and find stocks that 
meet his specific criteria.  After looking at the stocks from his scan and looking 
at the fundamental catalysts he chooses the best two or three stocks and 
watches them closely for potential setups.  Once he sees his setup he trades 
those stocks according to his plan.  



                        TOOLS AND PLATFORMS

● You need a good direct broker with low commissions.

● Trading Platform - you need a trading platform that offers fast 
trade execution because as a day trader you need to be able to 
move in and out of positions quickly. 

● Indicators - it’s a personal preference but try to keep your charts 
relatively clean with a minimal amount of indicators.  

 





         Indicators That Andrew Uses: 

1) Volume
2) 9 Exponential Moving Average (9 EMA)
3) 20 Exponential Moving Average (20 EMA)
4) 50 Simple Moving Average (50 SMA)
5) 200 Simple Moving Average (200 SMA)
6) Volume Weighted Average Price (VWAP) 
7) Previous day’s closing price.      
8) Daily levels of support and resistance



               Watchlist & Scanner

Because there are thousands of stocks out there 
you need some kind of scanner to find stocks that 
meet your specific criteria.  Andrew uses a software 
called Trade Ideas (www.trade-ideas.com) but you 
are free to choose whatever you like.

http://www.trade-ideas.com


                Trading Community

“Trading alone is very difficult and can be emotionally 
overwhelming.  It is beneficial to join a community of traders and 
ask questions, talk to them if needed, learn new methods and 
strategies, get some hints and alerts about the markets, and also 
make your own contributions.  Online trading rooms are 
excellent places for meeting like-minded traders, and they can 
be powerful learning tools.  When you share your trading results 
and your ups and downs with fellow professionals, you turn 
social interaction into social learning.” 
                                                      Andrew Aziz



               Day Trading Strategies

There are millions of traders out there and even 
millions more strategies.  Every trader needs 
their own strategy and edge.  You need to find a 
strategy that works for you and that you feel 
comfortable with.



     A trading strategy is like a road map, without one 
      you don’t know where you’re going.                 



                      ABCD Pattern
The ABCD pattern is one of the most basic and easiest patterns to trade and it’s a good choice 
for beginner and intermediate traders.  

1) Look for a move up from A to B.  Then look for a retracement and wait to see if price 
makes a support higher than point A.  This will be point C.  Don’t jump into the trade right 
away.  

2) Watch price during it’s consolidation period.
3) When you see that the price is holding support at C, enter the trade close to the price point 

of C in anticipation of moving forward to point D or higher.  
4) Stop loss is point C.  If price goes lower than C then you sell and accept the loss.  

Therefore you want to buy close to point C to minimize the loss.  
5) If price moves higher then he sells half of his position at point D and moves his stop to 

break even.
6) He sells the remaining position as soon as he senses that the price is losing steam or that 

the sellers are gaining control of the price action.  



Went long at C around $8.10 with a 
stop right below C.

                        ABCD Trade 



      Top & Bottom Reversal Strategy
● Top and Bottom reversal strategies are trading strategies where a trend in one 

direction comes to an end and a new trend in the opposite direction begins 
(reversal).

● Reversal strategies have four important elements:

1) At least five candlesticks on a 5-minute chart moving upward or downward
2) The stock will have an extreme 5-minute RSI indicator.  An RSI above 90 for 

a top reversal and an RSI below 10 for a bottom reversal.

You can use a scanner to find with those two criteria.

3) The stock is being traded at or near an important intraday support level.
4) When the trend is coming to an end, usually indecision candles, such as a 

spinning top or doji, form.  This is when you need to be ready to enter a 
trade.



                       Bottom Reversal with indecision candle:



                        Top Reversal with indecision candle:



Steps for the Bottom Reversal Strategy:

1) Set up a scanner to find stocks with 5 or more consecutive candlesticks going 
down in an extreme manner.  

2) Wait for a confirmation of a bottom Reversal Strategy.
- Formation of a bullish doji or indecision candle or instead a very bullish 

candlestick.
- The stock is being traded at or near a significant intraday support level
- The RSI is lower than 10.

3) When the stock makes a new 1-minute or 5-minute high, buy the stock.
4) Stop loss is the low of the previous red candlestick or the low of the day.
5) Profit target can be one of the following:

- The next level resistance
- VWAP or the 9 EMA or 20 EMA (whichever is closer)
- The stock makes a new 5-minute low, which indicates that the buyers are 

being exhausted and the sellers are taking over. 

A Top Reversal is similar to a Bottom Reversal, but to the downside



           Bottom Reversal With Doji



 Bottom Reversal With Bullish Candle



                                      Top Reversal With Doji



Moving Average Trend Trading Strategy
The moving average trend trading strategy is a strategy where the moving average acts as 
support, for a long trade, and resistance for a short trade.

Steps for  the moving average trend trading strategy:

1) Once you’ve found a Stock in Play and notice a trend is establishing around a moving 
average (usually the 9 EMA) then you can consider trend trading.  Look at previous 
days’ data (on a 1 minute or 5 minute chart) to see if the stock is responding to these 
moving averages.

2) Once you have confirmation of the moving average holding as support then you can 
buy the stock as close as possible to the moving average line.  Your stop will usually be  
5 to 10 cents below the moving average line or if a candlestick closes above or below 
the moving average line

3) Ride the trend until the break of the moving average.



                Moving Average Trend Trade



● NUGT sold off on a steep downtrend from 
$116 to around $100

● Sold short around  $115 with a stop loss at 
the break of the 9 EMA on a 5-minute chart

● Got stopped out around $104 when the 
price broke the  9 EMA and closed above it     

                Moving Average Trend Trade



● Went long when the 9 EMA held as support 
at around $99.90

● Rode the upward move until price broke the 
9 EMA at $100.40 for a profit of around 50 
cents per share.

                 Moving Average Trend Trade



● AMAG sold off from $31 to $23 in a few 
hours.

● Shorted around $31 where the 9 EMA 
acted as resistance.  

● Price broke the 9 EMA on several 
occasions but it did not actually close 
above the 9 EMA which kept him in the 
trade longer. 

                 Moving Average Trend Trade



               VWAP Trading Strategy
VWAP (Volume Weighted Average Price) - is a moving average that takes 
into account the volume of shares being traded at any given price.  Unlike 
regular moving averages that are calculated using just the price of the 
stock VWAP also considers the number of shares traded at that price.

VWAP is an indicator of who is in control of the price action.  

Price above VWAP = buyers are in control and there is buying pressure.

Price below VWAP =  sellers are in control and there is selling pressure.



       Steps For The VWAP Trading Strategy
1) Once you find Stocks in Play, you monitor the price action around 

VWAP at the open.  If price goes towards VWAP and it holds then you 
look to get in long.  If price breaks VWAP then you go short.

2) Buy or sell as close as possible to VWAP to minimize risk.  If long then 
your stop should be a break and a close of the 5 minute chart below 
VWAP.  For short selling, you short near VWAP with a stop loss of a 
close above the VWAP.

3) Hold on to the trade until you hit your profit target or price reaches a 
new support or resistance level. 

 



● SCTY had found support above VWAP at 
around $21.

● Went long around $21.

● Exited the position at $22 because whole 
dollars can act as support or resistance.

                                VWAP Trade



● SCTY had found resistance  below VWAP 
around $23.

● Shorted the stock around $23.

● Covered the short position at $22 for a $1 
profit per share.

                                VWAP Trade



● There are hundreds and thousands of different trading strategies.  You should 
develop your own strategy based on your personality, your account size, risk 
tolerance and psychology.

● Try to keep your strategy simple.  Don’t complicate it by adding lots of indicators.

● As a new trader stick to one strategy and practice that strategy by paper trading it 
until you become very good at it.

“The key for now is to master one strategy.  Once you can tread water in the 
market with your one strategy , you can be a trader without blowing up you 
account.  Remember that the market is always going to be there.  You don’t need 
to rush this.  A day trading career is a marathon and not a sprint.  It’s not about 
making $50,000 by the end of next week.  It’s about developing a set of skills that 
will last a lifetime.” 
                                                    Andrew Aziz



Thank You!

Contact Info:

Arthur Barsegyan

cj7barsegy@gmail.com


